
Origin of Life: I  
Monomers to Polymers"



Synthesis of Monomers"
Life arose early on Earth"
"
Conditions"

1.  Liquid Water"
2.  Reducing or Neutral Atmosphere"
3.  Energy Sources"

"
"



2.  Reducing atmosphere  
" "NH3, CH4, H2O, H2  
 
"1953: Miller-Urey Experiment " 
"

3. "Energy Sources 
"

Ultraviolet Light (No Ozone)"
Lightning"
Geothermal (Lava, Hot Springs, Vents, …)"



Miller-Urey Experiment "



COMPOUND"
Glycine"
Sarcosine"
Alanine"
N-methylalanine"
Beta-alanine"
Alpha-amino-n-butyric acid"
Alpha-aminoisobutyric acid"
Aspartic acid!
Glutamic acid"
Iminodiacetic acid"
Iminoacetic-propionic acid"
Lactic acid"
Formic acid"
Acetic acid"
Propionic acid"
Alpha-hydroxybutyric acid"
Succinic acid"
Urea"
N-methyl urea"

Relative Yield"
270"
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4"
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How did Amino Acids form in Miller-Urey Experiment?"

Strecker Synthesis  e.g. Glycine Synthesis "
"
CH4, H2, NH3  + Energy        H2CO, HCN, HC3N,"
" " " " " "Urea (H2 NCONH2)"

"
"
"

Reactive"

H2CO + NH3 + HCN                      N        C      C  ≡ N   + H2O	
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Aminoacetonitrile"



N        C      C  ≡ N   + H2O +   H2O 	
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glycine"

H2CO "                  C = O          form Aldehyde"
H"

H"
Replace with more complex group "
Get other aldehydes"
They  can form more complex amino acids"



Building Blocks of Nucleic Acids"

Not formed in Miller-Urey, but some intermediates were"
"1.  Ribose Sugar:  "

      5   H2CO  + Heat          H10C5O5"

"                                   [Clay Catalyst]         "
2.  Bases"

a)  Purines "5 HCN      H5C5N5 (Adenine)"

b) Pyrimidines ""
HC3N + Urea                H5C4N3O " (Cytosine) 

" " ""
"(1995)  Cyanoacetaldehyde + Urea          Uracil"



3.  Phosphate"
"Rock Erosion"

"

Origin of building blocks of nucleic acids is 
less understood than amino acids"

"



Problems with Miller-Urey"

Atmosphere was N2, CO2, H2O "
"
NH3, CH4 would react to make  N2, CO2"
"

Try N2, CO2, H2O  in Miller-Urey simulation"
"
Only get trace amounts of glycine"
Need CH4 to get more complex amino acids"
"
Need H2/CO2  > 2  to get much of any amino acid"
"



Alternative Sites"

Locally reducing environments"
"
1. "Ocean vents"
" "Sources of CH4 and H2S"
" "Current Vents have ecosystems based on 

"energy from chemicals - not photosynthesis"
" "H2S       Bacteria      Clams, Tube Worms"
" "Pre-biotic amino acid synthesis?"

"



Alternative Delivery"
  2.   Molecular clouds - strongly reducing, contain many 

molecules used in Miller-Urey (H2, NH3, H2O, CH4) 
and intermediates (HCN, H2CO, HC3N) and 
aminoacetonitrile (glycine precursor)"

"
    Problem:  These would not have survived in part of 

disk where Earth formed"
"
    But interstellar ices can get incorporated into comets 

and some asteroids."
    Evidence from similar molecules"
    (e.g.  C2H2, CH4, HNC, …)"
                                  "



 "
Cratering record on moon, …"
⇒  heavy bombardment early in history"
"
Comets, asteroids, and their debris could have 

brought large amounts of “organic” matter to 
Earth"

(and probably the oceans)"
"
Some evidence for non-biological amino acids 

in layer deposited after asteroid impact 65 
million years ago"



Amino Acids in Meteorites"
•  Amino acids are found in some classes of 

meteorites (carbon-rich ones)"
•  Recent analysis of some carbon-rich 

meteorites found in Antarctica"
–  Richest source of amino acids so far"
–  Up to 250 parts per million"
–  Very clearly extraterrestrial (not contamination)"

•  Type of amino acids"
•  13C is enhanced (opposite of what life does)"



Amino Acids in Meteorites"

Observed Abundances and Relative Frequencies of Amino Acids in Meteorites 11

Figure 7. Total amino acid abundances for all meteorites. Summed amino acid values include glycine, alanine, serine, aspartic acid,
glutamic acid, and valine. Concentrations are shown in ppb.

Figure 8. Average amino acid abundances separated by meteorite class. There are three meteorite samples of CI1, two samples of CM1,
one of type CR1, 18 of CM2, six of CR2, six meteorites of type CV3, and three samples of CO3. The averages for the CM1 and CR1
classes are combined as there are so few samples of each type. CI1, CM1/CR1, CV3, and CO3 only have available and complete data for
six amino acids: glycine, alanine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid, valine, and serine. The greater number of samples in the CM2 and CR2
classes allows for a broader spectrum of available amino acid data: glycine, alanine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid, valine, serine, isoleucine,
leucine, proline, threonine, lysine, phenylalanine, and tyrosine.

Cobb and Pudritz 2014"



Sources of Organic Molecules"
Quantitative comparison by Chyba & Sagan, Nature 

1992, Vol. 355, p. 125"
"
Currently, Earth accretes ~ 3.2  × 106 kg y–1 from 

interplanetary dust particles (IDP)"
~ 10% organic carbon  ⇒ 3.2 × 105 kg y–1"
~ 103 kg y–1  comets"
~ 10   kg y–1  meteorites"
"
~ 103 × more at 4.5 × 109 yr ago   (?)"
" " "(cratering record)"

UV + reducing atmosphere 2 × 1011 kg y–1"
But if H2/CO < 0.1  "IDP’s dominant source"~"



So if atmosphere very neutral, IDP’s may have 
been important"

Most of mass in IDP’s in range of size ~ 100 µm"
mass ~ 10–5 g"
Complex structure - composites of smaller grains, some 

carbon rich"
Enhanced deuterium implies low T"
"
Deuterium enhancement also found in interstellar molecules"
May imply connection back to interstellar chemistry"
"



2 kinds  
(mass ranges) 
 can supply  
organic matter"

"1.Interplanetary "
       dust particles "
       (m < 10–5 g)"
"
"2.Smaller "

       meteorites "
       (m <  108 g)"

~"
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Synthesis of Polymers"
M1 + M2        P + H2O"
                     more likely in liquid H2O"

Solutions: " "Remove H2O  (Drying, Heat)"
" " "Sydney Fox "Proteinoids"

Energy Releasing Reactions (H2NCN or HC3N) "
Catalysts: Clays"



nucleoside" nucleotide"

Problem is worse for Nucleic acids because more complex"

Monomers of nucleic acids"



Synthesis of Adenosine"

Base on 1’ Carbon    "(Why?)"

Adenine + ribose sugar          adenosine + H2O	


Also phosphates" "3’ & 5’ carbons"



Otherwise, you are likely to get 
Misalignment ""



New Approach"

•  Progress from a group in England"
– Mix HCN, H2CO, … and phosphate"
– Energy led to nucleotides without making 

sugars, bases. Different route."
– Linkages not all correct"
– But exposure to ultraviolet destroyed 

incorrect ones."
– Clay soils can catalyze polymerization into 

nucleic acids."



The Odds"

•  We need to get an “interesting” 
polymer"
– Enzyme"
– Self replicator"

•  Properties of polymer depend on "
– Order in which monomers combine"

•  If we combine monomers at random,"
– How likely to get something interesting?"



Statistics of an unlikely event"
Random reactions in primordial soup?"
Unlikely event versus many trials"
Probability Primer: Consider tossing 10 coins"
"
Probability of all heads  = product of prob."
P =   1    1    1    1    1"

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.
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10" = "   1"
1024"

Probability of getting 10  amino acids        protein"
Chosen from 20 in a particular order"

  1"
20"(  )"10" ="   1"

 1 × 1013" Based on discussion by"
R. Shapiro"



But if you try many times, the chance of 
success is higher"
P(r)  = " n!"

r! (n – r)!" pr  (1 – p)n–r"

r = # of successes    p = prob. of success on each trial"
n = # of trials"

n! = n (n-1) (n-2) … 1"
e.g. make n =           (flip all 10 coins 1024 times)"
"
"

1"
p"

P(1)  =" n!"
1! (n – 1)!"

1"
n" (    )"( )" 1– "1"n"

n – 1"
=  0.37"

Chance of one or more successes  = 0.63"
For reasonable chance need n ~" 1"

p"



How many do we have to get right?"
1.  How many atoms?"
"  "Lipids     " " "102  – 103"
"  "Enzymes,  RNA " "103 –105"
" "Bacterial DNA " "108 – 109"
" "Bacterium " " "1011 – 1012"
" "Human Being " "1027 – 1028"

"

If we choose from H,C, N, O" "(ignore S,P)"
probability of right choice  1/4"
So for enzyme:   (  )103  ~ 10–600"1"

4"



# of trials:  R. Shapiro computes"
N = 2.5 × 1051 " "(surely an overestimate)"
 n <<         for simple enzyme  "
"
2.  What if we start with amino acids?"

"Need ~ 1013 trials to get 10 amino acid protein"
"
To get 200 amino acids in right order "
"

1"
p

1"
20"( )"200" = 10–260" Hopeless!"

Need something besides random combinations"
Selection    (Natural?)"



Improving the Odds"
Many proteins composed of interchangeable "
segments (Domains)"
"
10 to 250 amino acids"
"
One domain found in ~ 70 different proteins"
"
Intermediate building blocks?"
"
If so, may only need to get enough amino acids "
in right order for a domain"



e.g. 18 amino acid domain"

P =             = 10–23 "
"

Also, many variations in amino acids don’t"
destroy function"
"
and many different sequences may be "
interesting"
"

1"
20"( )"18"





Summary"
•  Reactions in atmosphere (Miller-Urey) or sea vents or 

delivery from space can provide some monomers"
•  Formation of monomers of proteins easier than for 

nucleic acids"
•  Making polymers easier for proteins"
•  New route for synthesis of nucleotides is promising"
•  Have to get selection started before polymers get too 

complex"


